
Declarations of assets as the mechanism of control, preventing conflict of interests 

among civil servants of voivodship level government in Poland  

 

This article is based on monitoring of the level of obligatory assets declarations 

submission  by civil servants of voivodship level government in Poland in 2008. 

 

Researches regarding the matter of assets declarations submitted in 2009 have been 

restarted in August 2010. At the end of November a comprehensive research report for the 

period of 2008-2009 will be published.
1
 

 

Legal regulations, that have been in power for many years in Poland, obligate public 

servants to submit assets declarations. 

The legislator’s intention was to prevent pathologies, where public officials would acquire 

material benefits by misusing public office position, in contradiction to the principles of 

community life, universally recognized standards of decency, generally accepted moral 

norms, particularly by  making subjective or self-oriented decisions or agreements, also by 

influencing the decisions of commercial enterprises or un-objective assessment of their 

activity (being a member of board, supervisory board or audit commission). 

 

Well-constructed institution of asset declarations enables a proper assessment  of 

conflict of interests occurrence. Legal regulations regarding the subject have been 

undergoing many changes, some of them caused distortion of the whole idea of declarations, 

and demeaning of their fundamental role, which was the prevention of pathological 

occurrences in public life. The situation when extremely different legal regulations, which are 

evidently contradictory to the principle of equality exist at the different levels of self-

government is unacceptable. Article 24 paragraph 1 of u.s.w.
2
 enables commercial activity 

utilizing voivodship’s property, if the usage is contained to the rental of premises for the 

purpose of own commercial activity.  The identical situation on the level of borough or 

district would result in the termination of councilor’s mandate. This inequality in treatment is 

too vivid. In my opinion there is a ground for recognising these regulations as 

unconstitutional.  

Nowadays the monitoring of the material situation of public servants is a recognized 

standard in the European countries. Instruments of income declarations as well as assets 

declarations are commonly applied. Declarations of family assets are less common. In Spain 

those declarations are facultative and depend on the will of elected public servant’s spouse
3
. 

In Polish local-government reality, since the very beginning, assets declarations included only 

spouses of persons obliged to submit  assets declarations. 

It should be mentioned, that apart from assets declarations requirement,  extra three 

obligations related to assets declarations existed, which significantly extended the circle of 

people obliged to submit declaration:  
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a) the obligation to submit declaration regarding the fact of employment of certain persons 

in certain institutions
4
, 

b) the obligation to inform that certain persons are involved in commercial activity on the 

territory of local government body, where obliged person is employed or holds an 

office
5
, 

c) the obligation to inform if certain persons are subject to civil agreements, if any 

agreements have been signed with the local government bodies,  local government units 

or legal persons, in case the agreements did not concern legal relations resulting from 

generally available services or legal relations established on the generally applicable 

terms
6
. 

In all three mentioned cases the declaration submission requirement referred to the obliged 

person
7
 as well as one’s ascendant, descendant and siblings. Ombudsman’s motion lead to the 

Constitutional Tribunal judgment of 13th July 2004 (ref. No K 20/03), in which Tribunal 

found such extension as unconstitutional and ordered to remove the words: „ascendant, 

descendant and siblings”. While the Constitutional Tribunal recognized the just cause for 

which the questionable regulations were established, however the rule expressed strong belief 

that wrong means were not serving the purpose. The point is that during these procedures, 

official’s relatives should meet the universal objective criteria which are required from all 

competitors for the given commodity, position etc. The Constitutional Tribunal expressed a 

belief, that in a democratic country of law it is not admissible to incorporate regulations of 

deceptive capacity, which cannot be implemented, but in the same time can lead to confusion 

and which potentially create dangerous situation of political struggle where information about 

private life of officials and their families can be misused in political games. 

Obligatory assets declarations submission regarding self-government officials was established 

in 1998
8
, but during 1998-2002 it was fiction. Fiction of this obligation was caused by the fact 

that information contained in assets declarations were classified as public service secret
9
.  

Nobody apart from a councillor himself and a council chairman had access to the assets 

declaration.  
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Councillor submitted declaration to the chairman ending the  involvement of the social 

element in the whole process. An ordinary citizen had no way of gaining knowledge of 

councillor’s assets before election and compare them to the assets state at the end of the term. 

Situation in this matter with 1st January 2003 when assets declarations became public
10

 and 

were published in Public Information Bulletin (BIP) of local government unit. The 

Constitutional Tribunal rejected an objection that the principle of transparency of information 

regarding councillor’s material situation was unconstitutional. The ruling bench quoted the 

earlier Tribunal ruling according to which  no citizen is obliged to apply for or hold a public 

office, while knowing the consequences of the task which include publishing information 

from private sphere, one takes independent and conscious decision which is based on 

calculation of positive and negative consequences  including defined limitations as well as 

discomfort of intrusion into private life
11

. According to the Constitutional Tribunal ruling 

councillor’s obligation to declare the income does not infringe the principle of proportionality 

stated in the Constitution of the Republic of Poland (article 31 section 3
12

) 

Extremely important matter of assets declarations system is to define sanctions for not 

submitting. Regulations regarding this matter have been changing too often. It should be 

mentioned that the matter of sanctions for not submitting has been amended frequently also as 

a result of intervention of the Constitutional Tribunal. 

When the principle of transparency of assets declarations was implemented, sanction for not 

submitting was loosing of allowance until the declaration was submitted
13

. Since the 1st 

September 2006 the new prerequisite has been stated under article 190 section 1 point 1a of 

Tax Ordinance
14

 –  councilor’s mandate expires when :”declaration of assets is not submitted 

along with the following- declaration of the spouse’s commercial activity, declaration of civil 

agreements concluded by the spouse or information of  his/hers employment along with 

information about constitution or change of work agreement within required time stated by 

other regulations” This regulation was supposed to be applied at the next term of office after 

the one when amendment came into force, so in fact the term which started after elections day 

of 12 November 2006.  

The lack of proper legislation resulted in situation where the prerequisite of 

councilor’s mandate expiration for not submitting assets declaration at the deadline, was ruled 

as unconstitutional by the Constitutional Tribunal. The Constitutional Tribunal ruled that 

expiration of councilor’s mandate as the result of not submitting declarations and information 

required by the law is  contrary  to  the principle of balanced proceedings and the principle of 

democratic state of law
15

. As the result of misapprehension which appeared in the process of 
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creating, extremely complicated from the legislative point of view, new rules of submitting 

assets declarations, the moment from which the time to submit one of declarations should be 

counted was not precisely defined.  

In the process of taking an office by the person elected to the legislative body, the moment of 

being elected for the office and the moment of taking the office are not simultaneous. 

Only when the office is taken, the elected person becomes a councillor and all legal 

regulations which have an effect on many activities and behaviour apply to him/her. Polish 

legislation under some of its regulations also uses a term „ moment of election”, which is 

confusing and can cause serious perturbation even in a scope of a whole country.  This kind of 

situation occurred concerning legal regulations which apply to assets declarations and other 

declarations of officials of self-government. In 2007 the Constitutional Tribunal ruled that 

article 24j section 3 of u.s.g. is unconstitutional, also because it does not precisely define the 

moment when a councillors’ spouse is obliged to submit a  commercial activity declaration
16

. 

According to the above mentioned article, the councillor was obliged to submit required 

declarations within 30 days from the election. The legislator evidently was mistaken because 

regarding the councillor’s assets declaration the term to submit it was counted since the day of 

oath. Excessively detailed regulations caused that word ”oath” was missed when the next 

legal rule created. Above mentioned distinction was not justified and caused specific 

legislative trap which, as we know it, affected several hundred self-government officials in 

Poland
17

. According to the Constitutional Tribunal ruling the term „election day’ is not 

unequivocal. Should the term  be counted from the election day, the day when election results 

were officially published or maybe from the day when election results were finally 

established?
 18 I would like to remind that the term of office of  self-government is counted 

since the election day. Electoral law regarding boroughs councils frequently uses the term 

”election” in general meaning while the term „choice” applies to  councilor, local mayor or a 

particular body of self-government. Self-government electoral law provides two forms of 

publishing the election results (article 182 and 183). The first one is to placard election 

commissioner’s announcement regarding election results on the territory of voivodship, the 

second one is publishing election results in voivodship journal of laws. Considering the above 

mentioned facts doubt arose which date should have the priority. Hence using the term 

„election day” has a distinctive level of ambiguity, what is inacceptable in scope of the 

principle of stability and independent character of the representative office
19

. 

As a result of appeal of a group of members of the Parliament the Constitutional Tribunal 

found the article 190 section 1 point 1a of Self-government electoral law unconstitutional. 

The Tribunal created a well-accepted principle, which stipulates that the larger intervention of 
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authority regarding constitutionally protected fundamental rights, the more rigorous the 

procedure which regulates the nature of intervention. Since the ruling of the Constitutional 

Tribunal has been implemented, the only sanction for not submitting assets declaration within 

the deadline was loss of allowance till the assets declaration was submitted. The questionable 

article 190 section 1 point 1a of Self-government Electoral Law was abolished on 19 March 

1997. 

Under the following amendment of Self-government Electoral Law, the article 190 

section 1 point 1b) was added – it stipulates that expiration of mandate ensues from „not 

submitting the assets declaration within required time regulated by additional laws”
 20

 

(implemented on 25 October 2008). It should be emphasized that the new regulation will 

apply to the term of office which follows the term of office within the regulation was 

implemented. It means it will apply to the following term of office which will start on the 

self-government election day set for the whole country by the Prime Minister after 

termination of the previous term on 12 November 2010.  

 

 The subject of the presented article  assumes that transparency of public officials’ 

assets enforced by the institution of assets declarations can be treated as the effective 

instrument to prevent arising conflicts of interest
21

. 

 P. Suwaj states that analyzing the conflict of interests in administration two areas can be 

pointed out: the interior one- conflict of loyalty and subjective nature which involves one 

entity but two interests and the external one – conflict of objective nature which involves 

more entities and more interests22. I adapt the definition of conflict of interests, proposed by 

the above mentioned Author, which can be useful to consider if a system of obligatory assets 

declarations can aspire to the name of the control mechanism which prevents the conflict of 

interests. Disregarding the effectiveness we must debate whether calling it a control 

mechanism can benefit the system. The conflict of interests occurs when a person who holds a 

public office is obliged either in effect of external circumstances or own actions to double 

loyalty. Then they should meet the goals and take actions which cannot be achieved 

simultaneously23
. 

Under present legal system in the scope of regulations regarding assets declarations of 

self-government the only remaining obligation is submission of assets declaration. Starting 

with next term the regulations, which oblige to inform of spouse’s employment and 

commercial activity, will be out of force. It results from abolition of these laws as 

unconstitutional by the Constitutional Tribunal in ruling of March 2007. On 9 April 2009 the 

Prime Minister announced new regulation in regard to assets declaration form. The Parliament 

left in force only assets declarations after the Constitutional Tribunal abolished most of 

regulations in this matter. The chamber did not return to wider formula of other obligations 

concerning informing of the situations which potentially could cause conflict of interests. The 
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obliged person must only disclose own assets without giving information on other 

circumstances which can cause conflict of interests. It seems that the legislator acted too 

hastily in this matter. The necessity of amendments stimulated by the Constitutional Tribunal 

ruling, accelerated into the revolutionary process of changes which negated a few years 

achievements in the scope of informing of occurrences which can lead conflict of interests. 

In self-government on all levels, starting with the new term, the only obligation is the 

obligation to submit assets declarations, which still bring a lot of doubts - as researches show. 

Researches give a ground to point out a few main irregularities in the matter of financial 

transparency of assets of public officials at voivodship self-government level. We can also 

notice positive occurrences, and what is important they happen as the result of the rank-and-

file initiatives, not as enforcement of legal act. I also found it reasonable to make a few 

conclusions de lege ferenda in this scope directed at the legislator. 

The negative occurrences are:  

1. No distinction between different assets 

Current regulations require of the declaration submitter to specify which material assets, 

incomes and obligations belong to separate property of spouses or joint property. In 

practice separation of this matter occurs extremely rare, rather sporadically. It happened 

that a married person didn’t have neither a flat nor a house. It would seem that they lived 

in a  rented apartment, not belonging to declaration submitter nor to their spouses. It 

seems rather unlikely but cannot be excluded.  

2. Numerous declarations, where no polish currency was declared.  

Nearly 22% of persons obliged to submit assets declaration in Poland did not declare 

possession of any amount of polish currency, what seems to be unlikely. 

3. Lack of unambiguous definition  of a term „a farm” 

Under polish law there are a few definitions of „a farm”. The basic definition is stated in 

the article 55³ of the Civil Code, next one in the Act of agricultural tax, further one in Act 

on formation of agricultural system. It seems that the most suitable definition in scope of 

assets declarations, is the widest one derived from the Civil Code. Is it really reasonable to 

classify possessed properties in the declaration? In my opinion, it would be adequate if the 
obliged person informed of established tenure in properties and the legislator should 

specify what legal title obliges to declaring the fact of possession.  

4. Not distinguishing income from profit. 

The declarer seldom specified the amount of income and profit. Only 50% involved in the 

agricultural activity distinguished their income from profit, compared to over 90% in the 

area of commercial activity. The situation clearly shows that assets declarations are not 

properly reviewed by authorized body. I am concerned that nobody reads assets 

declarations. If they were read, all kinds of mentioned above irregularities could be 

filtered. 

5. Conflicts of interests 

One of declarers was working as a manager in the geodesy office and was running private 

commercial activity in the same field at the same time. It leads to the classic conflict of 

interests, where the same person prepares documentation and later  approves it. Those 

situations are unacceptable and should be eliminated. I need to underline that the fact of 

mentioned situation being spotted does cannot be credited to the construction of 



declaration, which should oblige to inform of  above mentioned conditions. It is result of 

analysis of the field in declaration  where declarer is required to inform of income and it’s 

source.  

6. Wrong data regarding income entered. 

For instance if a councilor does not disclose information regarding incomes at all, then 

apart from the situation when the only income is from mandate allowance, they should not 

leave out the allowance information. It is a mistake to base only on PIT (Personal Income 

Declaration) form, because it does not include allowance as it is abolished from tax. It 

happened that councilors informed that they do not posses anything but a car, and declared 

no income. Announcing that „I receive councilor’s allowance” is malpractice because the 

amount should be specified. Some councilors informed only of the amount of allowance 

which was subject to tax, the above being a wrong assumption, because all amounts of 

income and profits should be disclosed, regardless of tax applicable. 

7. Irregularities in informing of obligations over 10 000 PLN. 

Informing of obligation without specifying the amount happened too often. Even more 

frequent was to inform of a loan without specifying the loan currency. It is improper to 

use expressions like „in area” or „more or  less”. It has occurred that some of the 

councilors informed that they did not take any loan the very year. It was defective, as 

declaration form requires to specify information of current situation, without restriction to 

last year. Hence information about assets should regard current obligations, were they 

taken last year or few years back. 

8. Submitting assets declarations at the deadline. 

The highest percent of declaration forms was submitted between 21 and 29 April, which 

cannot be interpreted as a positive trend. Submitting assets declaration should not be 

postponed to the last day. In Poland a number of cases was recorded, where it  was 

difficult to establish whether the submission was valid, as the date on the declaration form 

was different from date on confirmation of submission. Those situations should be 

avoided because they always aggravate unnecessary emotions and doubts. The group of 

persons in charge of administrative decisions was the one which the highest percent  of 

assets declarations submitted on the deadline.  

 

Recorded errors, some of them quite numerous, are the result of the fact that generally 

declarations are completed rather negligently, what raises a doubt regarding no reaction from 

the body responsible for the analysis of declarations.  The impression is created, that  the body 

which accepts declarations does exercise the duty to analyze them. It does not apply to 

comparing with the last year declarations as this is the duty of the tax office
24

. It is about lack 

of common-sense review of submitted declaration forms in search of obvious errors, which 

when publish lead to clear conclusion the declarations weren’t controlled 
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Conclusions de lege ferenda directed at the legislator: 

1. The obligation to inform about commercial activity by persons who are not allowed 

to be involved in it. 

In regard to councilors of all three self-government levels there is unequivocal ban of 

commercial activity utilizing property of  borough, district or voivodship
25

. Any action 

which violates this regulation causes termination of councilor’s mandate. According to 

article 190 section 1 point 2a of Self-government Electoral Law, termination of 

councilor’s mandate is caused by violation of ban imposed on combining the mandate 

with other positions or activities specified in separate regulations.  Concerning members 

of voivodship management, secretaries and treasurers, officials who make decisions on 

behalf of voivodship marshal or heads of organizational units, the restriction of 

commercial activity is derived from so called „anticorruption act”. Under article 4 point 4 

- abovementioned persons are disallowed from single-handed or joint commercial activity, 

management or representation in the field of commercial activity; the restriction does not 

apply to agricultural production in form of family farm.   

Declaration form of 2009 contains point VI, concerning commercial activity, which was 

wrongly formulated. If a prefect should inform about any commercial activity it should 

apply to activity that he was involved into before he took an oath and was obliged to 

cease, and not the activity he is involved into as it would be infringement of the ban. 

Therefore whole point VI 1 and 2 of assets declaration form cannot be reasonably applied 

to self-government reality and needs amendment. 

2. The obligation to inform of membership in company board of directors by persons 

who are disallowed from membership in the boards of directors of commercial 

companies. 

The restriction of article 27b section 3 u.s.w. applies to councilors – councilor cannot be a 

member of bard, control or revision body, nor the representative of commercial company 

where voivodship legal bodies or enterprises are involved. Election or nomination for such 

a position is not legally binding. Members of voivodship management, persons taking 

administrative decisions on behalf of voivodship marshal, managers of organizational 

bodies, secretaries and treasurers, according to article 4 section 1 cannot sit as a board 

member, member of supervisory board or revision committee of commercial company.  

Infringement of the abovementioned ban results in dismissal from the council within a 

month from the date council’s chairman was informed about the circumstance giving a 

ground to dismissal. 

The question arises: how can 22 people who declare membership in management of 

commercial companies still hold their public positions in Poland? It is another proof of 

total lack of asset declaration control by thee responsible body. The situation has been 

precisely described in the report.  

3. Pointless obligation to inform of a house, flat and movable assets value. 

In abovementioned cases  it is completely pointless to oblige to inform of  a house, flat 

and movable assets valued over 10 000 PLN. Purpose of principle of assets transparency 
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is not to establish property, house value but to establish the fact of possession. It is 

important that obliged person declares certain owned premises. The matter of their current 

value is unstable and often difficult to estimate. Hence we should not be surprised by 

frequent situation, where no property value was declared. Declarers were frankly stating 

„I do not know the value”. From public point of view it can be striking, suggest 

disrespectful conduction of obligation imposed by law. However, from the formal point of 

view those declarations were faultless. If the legislator has not indicated the proper source 

of value estimation, then any source is equivalent. 

 

Regarding obligation to inform of movable assets – the rule is purposeless and does not 

bring any added value to implementation of the right to information, but only leans 

towards common need  of “peeping”. 

 

Summarizing, we should wish that anticorruption regulations were not created only for 

political purposes, what imposes haste, what in return affects the quality of established norms. 

If the assets declarations system for self-government is supposed to serve any real purpose, 

apart from ”big-brother-like peeking”, all the abovementioned questions should be analyzed 

in the practical scope. System should not be created hastily, depending on rotating political 

views. Since all parties regard certain occurrences as pathological, the subject of discussion 

should be only necessity and range of regulation, not the fact that it is instituted.  

 


